Safe, Sanitary Disposal System

Ill-fitting and oversized liner bags
just don't stand up to the job.

¢ SCENSIBLES® LINER BAGS
The Problem
Research has proven that the #1 contaminated fixture in a restroom is the menstrual waste receptacle. All blood,
including menstrual blood, carries the risk of blood-borne pathogens such as Hepatitis, which can survive even on
a dry surface for several days and still be infectious. OSHA Blood-borne Pathogen Standard expects that menstrual
care products be discarded into waste receptacles that are properly lined to prevent contact with the contents.
These lidded receptacles are a perfect environment for odor-causing bacterial growth. Commonly used inexpensive
waxed paper bags and oversized plastic bags do not hold their form to contain waste. The result is an offensive smelly
mess and a health hazard for restroom patrons and cleaning staff.
The Solution: Scensibles Universal Poly Liner Bags
••
Custom-sized to correctly fit most common menstrual waste receptacles
••
Strong and flexible to conform to the receptacle and conceal contents
••
Clear bags allow cleaning staff to see and avoid potential needles and other sharps
••
1 mil low density polyethylene is resistant to punctures and tears
••
Completely encloses discarded products to reduce risk of exposure to possible
blood-borne pathogens
Sanitary
••
Leak proof
••
Built-in antimicrobial agents inhibit the growth of odor causing bacteria
••
Pleasant fresh fragrance masks odors
••
Snug fit prevents bag collapse
••
Keeps receptacle clean and appealing
••
Encourages disposal in the receptacle, not down the toilet
Market Segments
Scensibles liners are a proven solution for
all public restrooms. Ideal for high traffic
restrooms such as airports, arenas, schools,
amusement parks, and more.
Plastic SecureFit360® liner bags are
custom designed with a unique strap
that wraps around bottom of receptacle
to secure in place and contain waste for
safe removal.

Item #

Description

LBS500

Small Liner Bags

LBM500

Medium Liner Bags

LBSF500

SecureFit360 Liner Bags
®

Scensibles®
Small Liner Bag
LBS500

Scensibles®
Scensibles®
Medium Liner Bag SecureFit360® Liner Bag
LBM500
LBSF500

Liners cover the inside surface
to completely contain waste.

The 6-inch wraparound strap is
used as a handle to eliminate the
need to reach into receptacles to
remove the liner with the contents.

Size

Color

Selling Unit

Case Pack

9.5" x 3.5" x 12"

Clear

1 cs

500/cs

10" x 4" x 12"

Clear

1 cs

500/cs

13" x 14" with 6" strap

Clear

1 cs

500/cs

Safe, Sanitary Disposal System

Universal Scensibles® Liner Bag
Reference Guide

LBS500
Tight-fitting open-end bag designed for Scensibles® CDW and HOSPECO HS-6140WP receptacles.
HOSPECO
CDW, HS-6140WP

LBM500
Flexible open-end bag designed for stall partition recessed and dual-access receptacles with
removable molded polyethylene liner, and rigid removable liner of white plastic receptacles.
LBM500 can also be used on wall-mount receptacles when folded over properly.
HOSPECO

250-201W, ND-1E,
ND-1W, CDW, CDSS,
CDWM

ASI

Bradley

Bobrick

Rubbermaid

Tough Guy

20472, 0472,
0472-1, 0473,
0473-1, 0473-A

5942-69, 5942-11,
5942-10, 5942, 5941,
594, 4721-15,
4722-1015,
4722-15, 4731-15,
4737

B-254, B-353,
B-35303, B-4354,
B-4353, B-354

6140

2NXW1

LBSF500
SecureFit360® designed for surface or wall mount plastic, metal, and stainless steel
receptacles, and combination bag dispenser receptacle units.
HOSPECO

ASI

250-201W, ND-1E,
ND-1W, CDSS,
CDWM

L-OL-H116-S | 10.16.18 DW

0852, 20852

cleveland, oh 44143

Bradley

Bobrick

Impact

Tough Guy

4A10, 4781-11

B-270 Contura,
B-5270 Matrix

1100, 1102, 1103,
1112, 25125200,
2503200,
25033000

1ECK9

P: 800.321.9832

F: 800.362.0073

www.hospeco.com

